
HR TRAINING & 

CONSULTATION
Access to training and service support from 

ALECA’s global expert network in delivering 

the ideal solutions for your goals and needs.

GLOBAL EXPERT NETWORK
Get listed in ALECA’s global expert 

network and consult through us! By joining 

forces with ALECA, our complementary 

capabilities will be better suited to adapt to 

client needs.

SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 
Investment opportunity evaluation, 

collaboration and customised software 

tools to weigh sustainability equally with 

technical and commercial solutions. 

TRAINING & HELPDESK
Training and on call tech support via our 

global expert network. Leverage our 

industry experience to keep your projects 

on track and fill competency gaps.

TECHNICAL TOOLS
Collaborate on one cloud-based system, 

utilising the project management tools, risk 

register and probabilistic technical tools for 

quick asset evaluation and make value-

focused, sustainability linked decisions.

COST &     REDUCTION
Leverage ALECA’s cloud system hosted on 

Microsoft Azure that requires no high-end 

computers, nor any servers, all for 1/10th 

the price of conventional software. 

For more information, log on to visit:  www.alecasolutions.com

DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Access a support team to research & 

develop your own customised software 

tools and/or access to an extended field 

development team to deliver any project. 

“Competition has been shown to be useful up to a certain point 

and no further, but cooperation, which is the thing we must strive 

for today, begins where competition leaves off.”

-Franklin D. Roosevelt, former President of the United States

ALECA invites you to join our network of global consulting companies to gain 

access to our resources and technical tools. Through cooperation, we can 

deliver systemic change, providing equitable, valuable and resilient solutions.

Contact us for a DEMO

ALECA

Be a leader in sustainable business 
practices globally

+60-3-2386-7373 @ALECASdnBhd

Evaluate opportunities fast! Save $ & footprint

aleca@alecasolutions.com 
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